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This article presents findings of an investigation into lexical attrition and language 

shift amongst the Uneme. Uneme is the heritage language of an identically named people, 
dispersed across the Northern parts of Edo state Nigeria, a region commonly referred to as 
Edo-North. The data for our study were sourced primarily through questionnaires, 
wordlist elicitation, storytelling tasks, and marginally through observations made in the 
field. The findings of the study revealed some general patterns for the manifestation of the 
aforementioned phenomena amongst Uneme natives. Lexical attrition was shown to 
pattern in relation to the location and generation of the speakers, with the decline of 
lexical skills (lexical access, retrieval and production) being most severe amongst the 
younger generation of the Uneme diaspora. This decline was also evident in the older 
generation of the Uneme diaspora and in younger speakers resident in the local territories; 
however, there was little evidence for lexical attrition in the older generation of speakers 
resident in the local territories. Language shift patterned primarily in relation with the 
generation of speakers, with the older speakers exhibiting a higher preference for the 
language in more communicative domains than younger speakers who have generally 
replaced Uneme with English as the language of choice in all communicative contexts 
except with their parents. 
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1. Introduction 

 

This article presents the findings of an investigation of language attrition and 

language shift amongst the Uneme. A language may be said to be suffering from 

language shift if it experiences a continuous (often inter-generational) reduction (and 

non-elaboration) of its use and functionality. Such a language tends to be gradually 

substituted by other languages which the speakers consider more functionally 

prestigious. Language shift occurs primarily in unstable or asymmetrical bi- or 

multilingual contexts in which one speech community gradually changes “from the 

habitual use of one language to that of another” (Weinreich 1953:68). Dorian 

(1982:44) considers language shift as a “gradual displacement of one language by 

another in the lives of a community of speakers”. Language shift is the antithesis of 

language maintenance. Language maintenance is characterised by the continued 

survival of a language in contexts where it is expected to be endangered, due to 

sustained use of the language and its transmission to neophytes (Ostler 2011). A 

                                                 
* We are indebted to all the respondents to our questionnaire and wordlist elicitation. The participants 
in our storytelling and interview sessions are duly appreciated. Reviewers’ comments and suggestions 
turned out to be invaluable to our thrust in the paper. The authors take responsibility for any other 
shortcoming in the paper. 
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plethora of phenomena associated with language endangerment arguably arise from 

language shift, a set within which language attrition features. Thus, the manifestation 

of language shift amongst the Uneme1 would constitute a context within which 

language attrition can thrive. 

Language attrition on the other hand, is understood to be a non-pathological2 

decline in the language processing abilities of usually bilingual individuals in a given 

language (Köpke 2004). Thomason (2001) sees language attrition as a gradual process 

by which a language recedes as it loses speakers, domains of use, and structure. 

Schmid (2011:3-4) refers to language attrition as “the (total or partial) forgetting of a 

language by a healthy speaker… [which] takes place in a setting where that language 

is used only rarely”. Language attrition thus is fostered in language contact situations 

where speakers fail to or are unable to maintain optimal use of and exposure to their 

language. Language attrition directly affects a speaker’s linguistic system. Language 

attrition is made evident when the language processing ability of an individual 

retrogresses. However, language shift indirectly affects the linguistic system, (without 

altering it per se) by changing the linguistic practices of speakers. 

 

2. The data 

 

We relied primarily on data sourced through questionnaires and wordlist 

elicitation tasks for our investigation. The data on language shift was sourced through 

a Language Use and Choice Questionnaire. 300 of these questionnaires were 

distributed to age-stratified sets of Uneme speakers within the study area 

(Uneme-Erhunhun, Uneme-Akiosu, Benin City and Lagos). Our study population was 

split into: a) the younger speakers (15 and 40 years) and b) the older speakers (41 

years and above). The Ibadan 400 wordlist was effective in determining gradual 

lexical loss. We selected lexical fields from this word list and asked our respondents 

to supply their equivalents in Uneme. Storytelling sessions were also organised. These 

were supplemented with interviews. 

 

3. Theoretical overview 

 

A plethora of theories have been proposed, developed and employed by 

researchers investigating language attrition and language shift: the Social Network 

                                                 
1 Uneme is also realized as Ileme, Ineme and Uleme. Uneme in the literature refers to both the people 
and the language they speak. 
2 Attrition does not occur as a result of the language loss or impairment of functional areas of the brain 
that sub-serve language as in Aphasia. 
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Theory (Hulsen 2000); the Ethnolinguistic Vitality Theory (EVT); Yagmür & 

Mehmet-Ali (2003); Hulsen (2000); the Critical Period Hypothesis (CPH) (Pallier 

2007); Cross Linguistic Influence (CLI) (Pavlenko 2004); the Activation Threshold 

Hypothesis (ATH) (Paradis 2007); and Dynamic Systems Theory (DST) (de Bot 

2007, Schmid, Köpke & de Bot 2013). 

The EVT developed by Giles, Bourhis & Taylor (1977) seeks to explain the 

propensity for ethnolinguistic groups to maintain their unique identity or vice versa in 

intergroup situations on the basis of the concept of vitality. Vitality is conceived of in 

EVT as what “makes a group likely to behave as a distinctive and active collective 

entity in inter group situations” (Giles, Bourhis & Taylor 1977:308). Vitality ratings 

for groups in EVT at its inception in Giles, Bourhis & Taylor (1977) were based on 

objective 3  assessments, but were subsequently developed in Bourhis, Giles & 

Rosenthal (1981) to be based on subjective4 considerations of: Status Factors (group 

prestige, economic status and language status); Demographic Factors (group 

population and spread, exogamy or endogamy, birth rate, immigration, emigration); 

and Institutional Support and Control Factors (language policy choices, the 

representation of a group’s language in the mass media, in education, and religious 

institutions within the polity, etc.). The framework predicts that groups with low 

vitality ratings are more likely to shift from the use of their language, while groups 

with high vitality ratings would likely maintain their heritage language. 

Language attrition research focuses on retrogressive changes in the linguistic 

system of a speaker. The major interest in language attrition research is the decline of 

a speaker’s L1 ability. This approach is echoed in Schmid & Schmid & Scott's (2014) 

description of language attrition, as a phenomenon characterised by deteriorative 

changes in competence skills of a native language speaker that have fallen into disuse. 

The theory of cross-linguistic influence primarily implicates the L2 in L1 attrition, the 

suggestion is that the major factor in L1 attrition is the intrusion of the L2 system on 

the speakers’ L1. Pavlenko (2004:47) in a manner akin to the assumptions of CLI 

which describes language attrition as a “loss of some L1 elements, seen in the 

inability to produce, perceive, or recognise particular rules, lexical items, concepts, or 

categorical distinctions due to an L2 influence”. CLI proposes that the acquisition of 

an L2 causes systemic interactions to arise between the languages known to the 

speaker, altering the speakers’ L1, especially as the L2 becomes established in the 

linguistic system of the speakers. 
                                                 
3 Group vitality is not valued on the perceptions and interpretations of group members, but from 
information obtained from neutral sources such as official documents reporting the history, prosperity 
and population figures of the group. 
4 Group vitality evaluation is based primarily on the opinions held by individuals who may either be 
members of the group or not. The data for our analysis is sourced primarily through a questionnaire. 
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Pavlenko (2004:47) proposes the following processes as being characteristic of 

cross linguistic influence: 

1) borrowing, or addition of L2 elements to the L1 (e.g., lexical borrowing); 

2) restructuring, deletion or the incorporation of L2 elements into the L1 resulting 

in some changes, substitutions, or simplifications (e.g., syntactic restructuring 

or semantic extensions); 

3) convergence, or creation of a unitary system, distinct from both L1 and L2 (e.g., 

production of consonants that are situated at a mid-point between the L1 and L2 

values); 

4) shift, or a move away from L1 structures or values to approximate L2 structures 

or values (e.g., a shift in typicality, category boundaries, or consonant values). 

 

The Activation Threshold Hypothesis or ATH considers language attrition 

primarily to be “the result of long-term lack of stimulation” (Paradis 2007:125). 

Isolation from and failure in practicing the L1 in ATH are the primary causes of 

language attrition, not just the interference of an L2 as assumed in the CLI. ATH 

predicts, inter alia, that the disuse of a language leads to a gradual loss of skills in it, 

that competence is sustained longer than performance in attriters, that items sustained 

by the declarative memory5 (lexicon) are more vulnerable to attrition than items 

sustained by procedural memory6 (phonology, syntax and morphology), and that 

affect/motivation (negative language attitudes) can be catalysts for attrition. Schmid 

(2011) states that although the brain retains and preserves most of our experiences, 

gradually some items in the memory may either become easier or harder to recollect 

due to the frequency of the use or recall of particular items in that frequently used 

items require lesser neural effort to retrieve than less frequently used items do. 

ATH lays emphasis on extra-linguistic factors in explaining language attrition; 

such factors may include (the frequency of language use, exposure and motivation 

(attitude towards the language, desire and need for the language)). The bilingual may 

maintain optimal levels of proficiency in the languages known to him if adequate use 

and exposure is maintained. Bilingualism results in attrition primarily if the bilingual 

lacks opportunities to functionally employ his linguistic skills or decides against the 

use of a language (when faced with language shift). The language of preference 

becomes easier to access than the language with a depleting functional value. 

 

                                                 
5 These are lexical items that may have been explicitly and consciously learnt, e.g., the experience of 
new words and the addition of such words to our lexicon with sustained experience. 
6 Lexical items are implicitly acquired and used in spontaneous conversations by native speakers. 
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Language attrition researchers focus on the lexical and morphosyntactic aspects of 

depletion (Young 2007). Schmid & Köpke (2009:3) state that “although attrition 

effects can be witnessed across the full range of an individual’s linguistic knowledge 

and use, the lexicon is an area of predominant interest for investigations of the L2 

influence on L1”. This interest leads our investigation of lexical attrition amongst the 

Uneme native speakers. 

 

4. The Uneme language situation 

 

The Uneme language is spoken in the northern regions of Edo State, Nigeria. 

Report of some population estimates of Uneme natives is 19,800. The Uneme are a 

widely dispersed people. The Uneme tribe is made up of five tribal houses of over 10 

non-contiguous villages, which include Uneme-Anegbette, Uneme-Imiava, 

Uneme-Ayetoro, Uneme-Nekhua, Uneme-Akiosu, Uneme-Ekpedo, Uneme-Erhunhun, 

Uneme-Akpama, Uneme-Udochi, and Uneme-Uzanu (Itegboje 1984). The Uneme 

language is classified in Blench (2012) as Benue-Congo, Edoid, and North-Central 

Edoid. 

The dispersal of Uneme-speaking people has allowed its speakers to be open to 

other languages with which they share even infinitesimal feature similarities. As a 

result, the Uneme are generally multilingual. None of the respondents consulted 

during our investigation were monolingual; all had proficiency in at least Uneme and 

two other languages. Some of our respondents had mastery in up to 7 languages. 

While bilingualism is not inherently a threat to linguistic diversity, it produces a 

scenario where language shift and attrition can be manifest. Simmons (2003:12) states 

that “individuals who are able to use more than one language (even with varying 

degrees of skills) have options to maintain their L1 or shift from their L1 to their L2”. 

The interpretation on the online website, Ethnologue: Languages of the World,7 

claims that the Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS) is 6a 

means that the vitality status of the language is vigorous. Sections 4, 5 and 6 of this 

paper present evidence that Uneme is at best an endangered language. The Uneme 

language is at a disadvantaged position in the struggle for linguistic survival, given 

the absence of favorable language engineering policies as well as the poor 

implementation of existing language related policies and plans (such as enshrinement 

by the Nigerian National Policy on Education and the recommendations of the 

Mid-West Language Committee (Elugbe 1994). The tendency for Uneme natives to 

                                                 
7 Ethnologue: Languages of the World provides data for languages of the world. For more information, 
please visit Ethnologue at https://www.ethnologue.com/. All the data the authors use in the current 
study are based on the 20th edition of the website. 
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emigrate from their native territories in search for economic opportunities to regions 

where Uneme is much less viable as a vehicle of communication. As Ostler 

(2011:324) explains in the following: 

 

Individuals can immigrate… or get into learning contact with speakers of another 

language… [However,] the smaller or less concentrated the group that has moved 

or that comes into language-learning contact, the more likely it is that the migrant 

or language-contactor will lose his or her own language and adopt that of the 

target community. Languages are social entities, and without an ambient society, 

their speakers lose the memory, and often the will, to go on speaking them. 

 

Ostler’s statement reflects the connection between language and society. The 

suggestion here is that for a language to remain viable, it must have a group of 

speakers who resort to it as their primary vehicle of communication. Thus, migration 

of speakers of the Uneme language to communities where some other language is 

more viable for the satisfaction of communicative needs makes Uneme more 

susceptible to a decline in vitality. 

 

5. Lexical attrition in Uneme 

 

The data for this study is drawn from Uneme native speech communities and the 

Uneme diaspora. We claim that the grammar of languages is manifest in rules 

specified in the lexicon and that lexical loss leads to adverse effects on the 

combinatorial rules that ensure language patterning and grammar. We take advantage 

of our analysis of the Uneme lexicon vis-à-vis the Ibadan 400 Word List to claim that 

limited lexical access leads to a decline of the mental lexicon. We attempt to 

substantiate our argument that lexical loss is the consequence of language shift which 

leads to deteriorative language change, which ultimately culminates in language death 

if not checked. 

The Uneme language community is in contact with larger and more influential 

language groups including English, Etsako, Ebira, Edo, Esan, Yoruba, and Igbo. The 

Uneme language is also in competition with other languages, which may be 

considered more prestigious and of greater functionality. The gradual decline in first 

language proficiency of the Uneme has (rightly or wrongly) been linked to the 

presence and development of these L2 languages due to a gradually diminishing 

exposure and motivation for speakers to use their L1. This section of the paper 

examines language vitality among Uneme native speakers from different generations 

in an attempt to determine the level of lexical loss as it affects different generations. 
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The prominent features of lexical attrition are vocabulary loss, loss of semantic 

distinctions, and reduced performance in native speakers (Sands, Miller & Brugman 

2007). Here we attempt to gauge lexical attrition in Uneme from word list elicitation 

tasks and an analysis of excerpts from the story telling sessions with Uneme native 

speakers. 

Lexical data were orally elicited from 40 respondents. Respondents had the task of 

providing Uneme equivalents to English or photographic prompts. The respondents 

were stratified on the basis of location and age variables, resulting in 4 groupings 

made up of 10 respondents each. Uneme speakers in or outside of the native territories 

determined grouping on the basis of location. The hypothesis was that linguistically 

unadulterated contexts are more favorable to language maintenance than other 

locations where Uneme native speakers often migrate to. 

Our respondents were also split into 2 generations on the basis of the age variable: 

the younger generation speakers being those between the ages of 15 and 40 years and 

older generation speakers being those of 41 years and above. We requested 

respondents from each generation to supply the Uneme equivalents for words in 

English. The elicitation of the lexical items was done using the Ibadan 400 Word List. 

The motive here was to ascertain the lexical competence of each respondent for 

lexical items that are a common feature in the everyday language of Uneme native 

speakers and those rarely used within the Uneme speech community. We highlight 

findings typical to the majority of speakers of the different groups in 

ethnobotanical/ethnozoological fields and numeral lexical field. 

During the elicitation of words in the ethnobotanical and ethnozoological fields, 

lexical performance of the younger generation of the Uneme diaspora was the least 

optimal (see Appendix 1). Difficulties in lexical retrieval were pervasive during 

elicitation exercises among speakers of this generation and setting. There was less 

evidence for lexical attrition in the older generation speakers in the diaspora and the 

younger speakers in the native communities. The older speakers in the native 

territories performed rather optimally during elicitation. 

The performance of the respondents in the Uneme numeral lexical field exhibited 

more evidence of lexical decline than in the ethnobotanical and ethnozoological field. 

This somewhat agrees with arguments that the numerical subsystem of languages are 

highly susceptible to loss even in fairly stable languages (Comrie 2005). The younger 

generation of the Uneme diaspora generally had difficulties eliciting numbers beyond 

10, while the older generation in the diaspora and younger local speakers showed 

retrieval difficulties in numbers beyond forty (see Appendix 2). Both sets of speakers 

generally could provide the Uneme equivalent for one hundred. These observations 

point to an incipient loss of the Uneme numerical subsystem, which has been shown 
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in the literature to begin with the loss and attrition of higher numerals (Comrie 2005). 

This set of speakers claimed that their lack of optimal performance in the ordinal 

system of Uneme is informed by their inability to employ the Uneme counting system 

constantly since most counting is done in English. There was no overt indication of 

attrition in the lexicon of the older speakers in the native territories. 

We also elicited lexical data from the categories of meteorological terms (celestial 

bodies, weather and seasons), and anatomical terms. For each set, we tested the 

competence of Uneme speakers living within the local territories and in the diaspora 

(Lagos and Benin City). Word list elicitation tasks provided evidence that there is a 

decline in the lexical abilities of speakers of the language across generations which 

signifies an attrition of the lexicon primarily for the younger speakers in the diaspora, 

given that they exhibit significant difficulty in retrieving lexical items. The older 

speakers in the urban areas and younger speakers in the local territories also had some 

lexical performance difficulties. However, the older speakers in the native community 

generally had optimal lexical performances. 

 

5.1 Indications of lexical attrition from storytelling sessions 

 

In an attempt to confirm our analysis and conclusions about lexical loss in Uneme, 

in Section 4, we recorded and analysed four story-telling sessions narrated by Uneme 

speakers resident in urban settings.8 Extracts from four stories are analyzed in this 

section. The hash sign (‘#’) is used to signify dysfluent speech, constituting 

communication breakdowns (i.e., hesitation, pauses both filled and unfilled, delayed 

lexical access) and the inability to recall appropriate lexical items. Items that are 

underlined represent borrowings (code switching) and repetitions, which suggest 

lexical performance difficulties rather than stylistic strategies. 

The narrative sessions were held in isolation from other speakers. The stories told 

were not predetermined by the researchers; rather, each narrator was requested to tell 

any story which they could confidently narrate. Extracts (1) and (2) are from the 

stories of two younger speakers, while Extracts (3) and (4) are from two older 

speakers. 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 Our preliminary analysis provides evidence that lexical loss is more prominent within Uneme native 
speakers residing in city centres. We take the liberty of this evidence to assume the lexical competence 
of speakers for the storytelling parameter within the study zone. It is for this reason that we have not 
necessarily sought to confirm lexical depletion in our primary study zone. 
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Extract (1) 

 

…ufo ni ọmoọze nọ nọ nọ# mɔn’owa sẹn’akanya # ọ ma zhowa. Oy’ọni nigere… e 

wuzẹ ki # e wuzẹ gbe nọ zh’ẹkẹl’owa, weli kpiro, weli imọ ni oyọni nọdiọ biọ # 

sẹni # sẹni village [= ‘odowa’] kale, sẹna ki iy’ale ze, but izege na e khi ọmami fo, 

# azeni a da # e da mi iy’ale but er’ale ki wan, but iyale ye zh’agbọ, that is my 

story… 

‘…when the man that that that # has the house (in an attempt to say ufo n’ọdọ kọle 

“when her husband”), went to work #, he is not at home. Her younger sister # they 

packed the property of # they packed all the property that was in the house, with 

money, with the children that her elder sister gave birth to # to # to their village, 

and met with their mother, but they were all already mature women by this time # 

there we then # they then saw their mother, their father was already dead, but their 

mother was still alive, that is my story…’ 

 

Extract (2) 

 

…Egunu [= ‘ehun’] # ọ ghi # ọle va ki # tui iy’ọgwoz’ọni # iy’ọgwoz’ọni egbe kọle 

ma dana, ọ ghi ole va tu’oni # ọ sẹ ọmie ghi # ghi iy’ọgwoz’ọni, ọ yi # oya na ri 

awili zhi (not very expressive) # e # eranmi, ivẹlẹ nọ kani a re zho... so ọ da… ọ ri 

aru nọ zhi uzomi kọle, ọ ro ni va ọ ze… ọ zọ ni # ọ du ọni zh’ẹkẹli aru nọ va rẹ 

vue… 

‘…tortoise # he said # he will meet # greet his wife’s mother # his wife’s mother # 

her body was not strong, he said that he will greet her # he got there, he saw that # 

that his wife’s mother, she cooked # yam that we put oil on # m # meat, dry fish 

they were all in it… so he then… he took the cap, which was on his head, he took 

it off… he packed it # he carried it (the hot meal) and put it in the cap that he will 

cover his head with…’ 

 

Extracts (1) and (2) are from the stories of Gloria Osayomore and Racheal Titus 

respectively. Both ladies are in their 30’s and were born and raised in the diaspora. 

They grew up in family settings where Uneme along with English and Yoruba were 

the languages of the home. Their performances in the storytelling tasks were less than 

optimal, as the pace of speech was slow, deliberate and halting. The extracts are 

characterized by repetition indicative of overt speech planning due to reduced lexical 

access. Elements of code-switching (not employed as a stylistic strategy) are 

interpreted as lexical retrieval difficulties (as exemplified by the Uneme word odowa 
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with its English equivalent ‘village’). We are convinced that an analysis of phrasal, 

clausal and sentential constructs of Uneme youths within identical linguistic contexts 

(like that of these narrators) would reveal more computational errors representing 

pointers to failures in grammar competence, the basis of which is mental lexical 

depletion (Yuka 2008). 

 

Extract (3) 

 

…ọghin’eminebe # ọ shi ze aze k’ọmọ ni, ọ nẹ gbọni azeni, ọ lọni le, or [= ‘la’] 

n’odumu nọ la ẹkpẹ ọ nẹ ọ nẹ gbọnia, be careful, ọ mezhọ n’owa gha gbolo mọn’ 

ẹguani… imumu aze e va du ọn’ọmọ le… imumu e va rọn’ọmọ le, kiami kh’ọ ọ 

zob’ọn’ọmọ, ọ re fi zh’azeni bemọ vwera vbaghọ. 

‘…if it was a snake # that drew near where that child was, it could have killed him 

there, eaten him, or if it was a lion or a leopard it could it could kill him, be 

careful, one ought also to be wise … if soldier ants came, they would eat the child 

up … soldier ants they would eat the child up, because she she left the child, she 

left him there as she went about gathering fire woods.’ 

 

Extract (3) is from the narrative of the male septuagenarian Emmanuel Bayodele 

who left a village in the traditional Uneme area as a child. This narrative shows 

instances of ad hoc borrowings (replacement of items of the Uneme lexicon), 

repetition and pauses which suggest lexical retrieval difficulties. These lapses in 

performance are most likely due to the length of time he has spent in a second 

language environment. There are obvious signs of his depleting L1 competence. 

 

Extract (4) 

 

Agbi o, ogha mẹ na ririri a swi. Ọmami ọkpa, u nẹ ghi gh’ọwa ts’ediọ, u muzomi. 

N’ọn’ọmami na tsẹni n’ọva muzomi, ọdọ nọ ne muzomi, ọ ma n’ enini k’ọle. U nẹ 

gh’ ọ ma me ghi ọwa muzomi na. ọgwozo y’emale ọdọ ni ma le, ọ ma me o! Ọ ma 

ghin’ agbọ na ki ye na… Ọmọze ọ ẹ ọle ma l’emale, ọgwozo rẹ le. Agbọ nediọ 

gh’ọgwozo y’emale  n’ọmọze ma le ha! ẹmọni nọ o! …Ogha mẹ gh’ọni o. Agbi o, 

ọgha mẹ na ririri a swi. 

‘Agbi o, ogha mẹ na ririri a swi. One lady, you know when one gets older, you 

marry. When this lady got old enough to marry, the man she married, she did not 

know his name. You know it is not good for one to marry, the wife cooks and the 

husband decides not to eat, it is not good o! It is not the modern world we live in 
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now … where the husband will say he does not want to eat and the wife would be 

happy and eat the food up. In the olden days if a wife cooks and the husband does 

not eat … ha! That’s a big problem o!… that is my story. Agbi o, ogha mẹ na 

ririri a swi.’ 

 

Extract 4 represents the narrative of Pesebu Florence, a Uneme native in her 60’s 

who left her village as a teenager. Her oral performance was fluent and coherent. It 

has evidence of lexical variation with no obvious indication of any performance 

issues. The extract is free from traces of lexical attrition, which contrasts with the 

evidence of lexical attrition noticed in Extracts (1) to (3). This speaker’s performance 

may be explained by the fact that she migrated from her village in her late teenage 

years. The period she spent in the village may be responsible for the adequate 

maturation of her L1 system, mitigating language attrition. Schmid (2012) explains 

that whereas speakers isolated from their languages before puberty can suffer extreme 

deterioration or even complete loss of their L1 skills, post puberty migrants can 

maintain optimal skills even after long periods of isolation from their L1 environment. 

 

6. Language shift in Uneme 

 

It is confirmed by our analysis in Section 5 that the Uneme lexicon shows signs of 

attrition in some of its speakers, particularly in the younger generation. We posit that 

attrition of the lexicon (among other factors) is due to the reduced use and experience 

and use of Uneme by speakers. In this section, we set out to examine the contexts 

within which the language is spoken, the interlocutors in such contexts, and the use 

and choice of language among speakers in multilingual settings. The data employed in 

this section was solicited through questionnaires. We chose to maintain the 

generational split used in Section 5. The focus of this section is to attempt to 

determine whether Uneme native speakers are choosing to speak their language in 

varied contexts and to a degree sufficient for the maintenance of the language. 

 

6.1 The language choices of the older generation of Uneme native speakers 

 

The quantification of the responses made by the respondents of this age group to 

the administered questionnaire proved certain facts which we present graphically in 

Figure 1. The linguistic system of these speakers was shown to be dominated mainly 

by English and Uneme and with some applied by Yoruba. A general picture of the 

linguistic choices of these speakers can be observed in the radar chart below. 
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Figure 1. The language choices of the older generation of Uneme native speakers 

 

The quantification of data from questionnaires showed English along with Uneme 

and Yoruba to be the more significant languages in the lives of the older generation of 

Uneme speakers. The Uneme language is more prominent in communication with 

parents, siblings, older Uneme natives and with spouses for this set of speakers. 

Uneme is mostly used for communicating with parents for 85% of the respondents. 

Additionally, 88% of the respondents mostly use Uneme with older Uneme natives 

and 57% of the respondents mostly use Uneme for communicating with their spouses. 

This percentage falls to 46% when respondents are communicating with siblings. 

However, we also observe from Figure 1 that English is preferred for the performance 

of communicative events in which the interlocutors could include people from other 

speech communities (i.e., while shopping and conversing with peers). English 

accounts for 100% preference in communicative events involving the use of modern 

communication technologies. For instance, for texting and e-mails, (domains where 

Uneme has not been fully developed for maximal functionality), English is preferred. 

More significant is the preference for English shown by 80% of the respondents for 

communicating with Uneme children. This points to a breakdown in transmission of 

the language to the younger generation, which may explain the poorer performance of 

the younger generation in lexical elicitation tasks. 
 

6.2 The language choices of younger generation of Uneme native speakers 
 

The responses given by younger speakers also indicate their typical linguistic 

preferences. This set of speakers for whom English was the dominant language also 

speak Uneme, Yoruba, and Pidgin as alternative languages of communication. The 

radar chart in Figure 2 shows the language choices of the younger generation of 

Uneme native speakers. 
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Figure 2. The language choices of the younger generation of 

Uneme native speakers 

 

English, Uneme, Yoruba, and Pidgin (Nigerian Pidgin English) turned out to be 

the significant languages in the younger generation of the Uneme from the 

quantification of data. Figure 2 reveals that English is the language of choice in most 

contexts for speakers of this generation. Uneme is preferred only when 

communication is between this set of speakers and their parents, as it is the preferred 

language of 48% of the respondents in this context. English comes a close second, 

being the preferred language of 40% of the respondents. A comparison of Figure 1 

and Figure 2 shows a very significant difference in the linguistic practices of the 

Uneme across the generations and it is evident that the heritage language is being 

replaced by English as the language of choice in most communicative contexts. 

Figures 1 and 2 provide evidence that EGIDS of Uneme cannot be “vigorous” 

because of the following facts: a) the language is not being passed onto all children 

who should naturally be native speakers of Uneme by their parents; b) Uneme is being 

used in limited domains; c) there is lack of language development; and d) early 

childhood education is in languages other than Uneme. These facts are evident in 

Figures 1 and 2. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, we can comfortably claim that the 

language vitality index of Uneme is more akin to a 6b, as it is quite endangered. These 

disturbing statistics suggest that Uneme risks a slide into obsolescence and extinction, 

as the linguistic preferences of the younger generation render it difficult for the 

language to be appropriately transmitted to the next generation. 

The instructive conclusion from Figures 1 and 2 is that there is a disruption in the 

use of Uneme amongst its heritage speakers. The frequency with which the language 

is being favoured as a communication tool among speakers is shrinking across the 

generations. The corpus of the language has not been developed to cope with some 
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functions required in modern life; Uneme, therefore, fails its speakers as a 

communication tool in such events and contexts. As a consequence of this, some 

native speakers appear to have developed a negative attitude towards the language. 

They view it as a vernacular that is primitive, undeveloped and whose economic value 

is negligible. 

 

7. Concluding remarks 

 

We have presented evidence to support our claims of lexical attrition and language 

shift in Uneme. The results of our analysis support the argument that there is a gradual 

decline in the proficiency and the use of Uneme by native speakers (especially 

amongst the younger generation of the Uneme diaspora). This paints a very bleak 

picture for the future of the language. The severity of the phenomena will most likely 

worsen as more Uneme native speakers migrate to urban settings where the language 

has been shown to be more vulnerable. However, the provision of modern facilities 

and jobs in native communities may curb this rural-to-urban movement. If it is to 

survive, the Uneme language urgently requires promotion through the encouragement 

of local language development and protection associations. The Government urgently 

needs to begin to sponsor the production of instructional materials in Uneme, the 

writing of primers and basic grammar books, the translation of relevant texts books 

into Uneme, the training of Uneme language teachers, and the promotion of linguistic 

loyalties among Uneme native speakers (Yuka & Okolocha 2011). Such measures 

would help ensure the survival of Uneme and halt its slide towards language 

endangerment which is a clear path towards language extinction. Evidence shown in 

this study contradicts the vigorous vitality rating of Uneme accorded on the online 

website, Ethnologue: Languages of the World. The implication of these findings are 

instructive for other minority Nigerian and African languages in similar linguistic 

situations. It may be necessary to carry out similar investigations to ascertain the 

correct vitality status for such languages. 
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Appendix 1. Table for Ethnobotanical and Ethnozoological terms 

DIASPORA LOCAL 
Gloss Older speakers Younger 

speakers 
Older speakers  Younger 

speakers  
Animal  [enamakͻ]  * [enamakͻ] [enamakͻ]  
Goat  [ɛwe]  * [ɛwe]  [ɛwe]  
He-goat  [uɣɔ]  * [uɣɔ]  [uɣɔ]  
Sheep  [owã]  * [owã]  [owã]  
Cow  [ɛna]  * [ɛna]  [ɛna]  
Horse  [agaʃi]  * [agaʃi]  [agaʃi]  
Donkey  [ɛk͡pi]  * [ɛk͡pi]  [ɛk͡pi] 
Dog  [awa]  [awa]  [awa]  [awa]  
Cat  [ɔbɛlɛɣɛgo], 

[muʃu]  
* [ɔbɛlɛɣɛgo], [muʃu]  [muʃu]  

Rat  [ofɛ]  [ofɛ]  [ofɛ]  [ofɛ]  
Chicken  [ͻxͻxͻ]  [ͻgͻgͻ]  [ͻxͻxͻ]  [ͻɣͻɣͻ]  
Cock  [ͻxͻxͻk͡pa]  [ͻgͻgͻ]  [ͻxͻxͻk͡pa]  [ͻɣͻɣͻk͡pa]  
Egg  [ɛkɛni]  [ekɛni]  [ekɛni]  [ekɛni]  
Wing  [ivwͻ]  *  [ivwͻ]  [ivwͻ] 
Feather  [ibifwͻ]  * [ibifwͻ]  [abivwɔ]  
Horn  [ig͡bani]  * [uk͡pani]  [ig͡bani]  
Tail  [uʤami]  * [uʤami]  [uʤami]  
Leopard  [ɛk͡pɛ]  * [ɛk͡pɛ]  [ɛk͡pɛ] 
Crocodile  [agugu]  * [agugu]  [agugu] 
Elephant  [ini]  [ini]  [ini]  [ini]  
Bush-cow  [ͻkjakjakolo], 

[omenug͡bo]  
*  [ͻkjakjakolo], 

[omenug͡bo]  
*  

Monkey  [ɛɣa]  *  [ɛxa], [ukabu], 
[imehi]  

[ɛɣa]  

Tortoise  [ehũ]  *  [ehũ]  [ehũ]  
Snake  [eminebe]  [eminebe] [eminebe]  [eminebe]  
Lizard  [odig͡bo]  *  [odig͡bo]  [odigbo]  
Crab  [oʒi]  *  [oʒi]  [oʤi]  
Toad  [akele]  *  [akere]  [akele] 
Snail  [ure]  [ure] [uɣje], [ug͡bomi]  [ure]  
Housefly  [iɣjͻ]  [iɣjͻ] [iɣjͻ] [iɣjͻ]  
Bee  [ugo]  *  [ugo]  [ugo], [iʤũlu] 
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DIASPORA LOCAL 
Gloss Older speakers Younger 

speakers 
Older speakers  Younger 

speakers  
Mosquito  [ewawa]  * [ewawa]  [ewawa]  
Louse  [izu]  *  [izu]  [ig͡bjɛ]  
Bird  [afjamĩ]  [afjamɛ]  [afjamĩ]  [afjamĩ]  
Vulture  [uɣulu]  *  [uɣulu]  [uɣulu]  
Hawk  [ak͡pa]  *  [ak͡pa]  [ak͡pa]  
Guinea fowl  [urͻnͻ]  *  [urͻnͻ]  [awali]  
Bat  [ada]  *  [ada]  [ada]  
Frog  [uta]  *  [uta]  [uta]  
Yam  [oja]  [oja]  [oßja]  [oja]  
Cassava  [ibɔbɔʒi]  [ibɔbɔʒi] [ibɔbɔʒi]  [ibɔbɔʒi]  
Guinea corn  [ɔka]  *  [ɔka], [iɣidi]  [ɔka] 
Millet  *  * [ikuku]  [ikuku]  
Maize  [ɔk͡pa]  [ɔk͡pa]  [ɔk͡pa]  [ɔk͡pa]  
Beans  [eʒinɛ]  [eʒinɛ]  [eʒinɛ]  [eʒinɛ]  
Pepper  [aʃe]  [aʃe]  [aʃe]  [aʃe]  
Okra  [igjawɔ]  * [ixjawɔ]  [ixjawɔ] 
Plantain  [ɔgɛdɛ]  * [ɔgɛdɛ]  [ɔgɛdɛ]  
Banana  [ɔgɛdibo]  *  [ɔgɛdibo]  [ɔgɛdɛ]  
Orange  [olomu]  [olomu]  [olomu]  [olomu]  
Groundnut  [izawɛ]  [izawɛ]  [isawɛ]  [izawɛ]  
Kola nut  [ɛwila]  *  [ɛßila]  [ɛwila]  
Tobacco  [etaba]  *  [etaba]  [etaba] 
Cotton  [avwolu]  * [avwolu]  [avwolu]  
Oil palm  [ik͡pedini]  [edini]  [ik͡pedini]  [ik͡pedini]  
Seed  [uk͡pɔ]  [ukpɔ]  [uk͡pɔ]  [ukpɔ]  
Grass  [inumu]  *  [ilumu]  [inumu]  
Tree  [ora]  [ora]  [ora]  [ora]  
Leaf  [ebe]  [ebe]  [ebe]  [ebe]  
Bark  [uvuvora]  *  [uvuvora]  [uvuvora] 
Root  [iminora]  *  [imiora]  [iminora]  
Thorn  [ug͡bɔ]  *  [ug͡bɔ]  [ug͡bɔ] 
Stick  [ora]  [ora]  [ora]  [ora]  
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Appendix 2. Table for Numerical Terms 

 DIASPORA LOCAL 

Lexical items Older speaker Younger 

speaker  

Older speaker  Younger 

speaker  

One [ɔk͡pa] [ɔk͡pa] [ɔk͡pa] [ɔk͡pa] 

Two [eva] [eva] [eva] [eva] 

Three [eza] [eza] [eza] [eza] 

Four [ene] [ene] [ene] [ene] 

Five [ize] [ize] [ize] [ize] 

Six [ezwa] [ezwa] [ezwa] [izwe] 

Seven [iʒinͻ] [iʒinɔ] [iʒinͻ] [iʒinͻ] 

Eight [eneni] [eneni] [eneni] [eneni] 

Nine [iʃini] [iʃini] [iʃini] [isini] 

Ten [ig͡be] [ig͡be] [ig͡be] [ig͡be] 

Eleven [ug͡bɔlɔ] * [ug͡bɔlɔ] [ug͡bɔlɔ] 

Twelve [ig͡beleva] * [ig͡beleva] [ig͡beleva] 

Thirteen [ig͡beleza] * [ig͡beleza] [ig͡beleza] 

Fourteen [ig͡belene] * [ig͡belene] [ig͡belene] 

Fifteen [ig͡belize] * [ig͡belize] [ig͡belize] 

Sixteen [ig͡belezwa] * [ig͡belezwa] [ig͡belezwa] 

Seventeen [ig͡beliʒinɔ] * [ig͡beliʒinɔ] [ig͡beliʒinɔ] 

Eighteen [ig͡beleneni] * [ig͡beleneni] [ig͡beleneni] 

Nineteen [ig͡beliʃini] * [ig͡beliʃini] [ig͡beliʃini] 

Twenty [uwe] * [uwe] [uwe] 

Twenty-one [uwelɔk͡pa] * [uwelɔk͡pa] [uwelɔk͡pa] 

Twenty-two [uweleva] * [uweleva] [uweleva] 

Thirty [ɔg͡ba] * [ɔg͡ba] [ɔg͡ba] 

Forty [ɛwͻlieva] * [ɛgwͻlieva] [ɛg͡bɔlieva] 

Fifty * * [ɛgwɔlievaik͡pigbe] * 

Sixty * * [ɛgwɔlieza] * 

Seventy * * [ɛgwɔliezaik͡pig͡be] * 

Eighty * * [ɛgwɔliene] * 

Ninety * * [ɛgwɔlieneik͡pig͡be] * 

Hundred [ɛwͻliize] * [ɛgwͻliize] [ɛg͡bɔliize] 

Two hundred * * [ɛgwɔliig͡be] * 

Four hundred * * [ɛgwɔliuwe] * 
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詞彙退化與語言遷移：以 Uneme 語爲例 

雷澤蒙‧康斯坦丁‧尤卡 狄瑞蘇‧傑西‧巴優德勒 

貝南城大學 
 

本文研究關於 Uneme 語的詞彙退化與語言遷移的現象。Uneme 語

為 Uneme 人所使用的傳統語言且分佈于奈吉利亞埃多州的北部，此地

區通常稱爲北埃多州。問卷、字彙列表、故事文案為本文主要的語料

來源，另外次要部分來自於實地田調。研究歸納了先前提過 Uneme 人

所顯現出來的現象的普遍模式。詞彙退化可由地區和不同世代語言使

用者之間的關係呈現出來，從離鄉背井的年輕族群十分嚴重的詞彙退

化情形（詞彙接觸、詞彙檢索、詞彙製造）就可看出。退化的情形也

可由離家背井的年長族群以及居住於當地的年輕族群中發現。然而，

詞彙退化卻很少能在居住於當地的年長族群身上看到。語言遷移主要

顯示在不同世代的語言使用上，這個現象可從年長族群比年輕族群的

語言使用者擁有較高的傾向在較多的語域中使用 Uneme，而年輕族群

除了跟父母親進行對話使用 Uneme 之外，通常都以英語取代 Uneme

作爲主要溝通的手段。 

 
關鍵詞：詞彙退化、語言遷移、借字、重構、Uneme 
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